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FIELDS OF INTEREST

Primary: Macroeconomics, Theory (Informational Economics)
Secondary: Contract Theory, Political Economics

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Contract Theory (Ph.D.), summer 2010, 2012, TA to Klaus M. Schmidt
Advanced Game Theory (Ph.D.), summer 2011, TA to Sven Rady
Managerial economics (undergraduate), winter 2012, TA to Gregor Zöttl
Game Theory (undergraduate), winter 2010, TA to Ana B. Ania
Microeconomics (undergraduate), winter 2008, 2009, summer 2009,

TA to Klaus M. Schmidt, Martin Kocher, Andreas Haufler

JOB MARKET PAPER

“Credit Crunches, Information Failures, and the Persistence of Pessimism”
(with Ludwig Straub)

This paper examines how financial crises affect the ability of agents to learn about economic fundamentals, and how
this in turn affects the transmission of financial shocks through the economy. To this end, we introduce a model
where noise in the financial market drives business cycles. Agents endogenously learn about fundamentals from
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market prices, but financial constraints systematically destroy the informational capacity of prices in financial crises.
This is because financially constrained agents stop responding to available information, reducing the efficiency of
prices in aggregating information that is dispersed across the economy. As a result, times of financial crisis are
marked by both endogenously increasing uncertainty and increasingly persistent pessimism, providing a powerful
amplification mechanism for financial shocks. Importantly, this mechanism is inherently nonlinear. Whereas small
or positive financial shocks have only a little influence on the economy, unusually adverse shocks virtually shut down
market learning and result in disproportionately severe and persistent crashes—characterized by substantial losses in
employment, output, and asset prices; and high levels of uncertainty, volatility, and risk premia.

OTHER WORK IN PROGRESS

“Emergence and Persistence of Extreme Political Systems –
Transition Dynamics in an Unrestricted Polity Space”
(with Lukas Buchheim)

We develop a dynamic model of political transitions, in which the outcomes of reforms and revolts are determined
endogenously from a set of potential political systems that ranges continuously from single-man dictatorships to
full-scale democracies. We find that while revolts result in autocracies, political reforms always enfranchise the
majority of the population. Moreover, we show that democracies are intrinsically stable, leading to long episodes
without political change. In contrast, autocracies are subject to frequent regime changes. Yet, our findings suggest
that autocratic systems are persistent over time as they are frequently overthrown by small groups of insurgents,
resulting in political systems similar to their predecessors. Taken together, our results imply that the long-run
distribution of political systems is double hump-shaped with mass concentrated on the extremes. The model’s
predictions are consistent with descriptive statistics from cross-country data.

“Intertemporal Price Differentiation in the Airline Industry”
(with Caspar Siegert)

We develop a theory of dynamic pricing in industries with short-term capacity constraints. When supply is fixed in
the short term, firms price more aggressively in earlier periods in order to relax competition in the future. This leads
to intertemporal price differentiation in competitive environments, even if firms are unable to commit to future prices.
Applied to the airline industry, this provides a novel explanation for the rise in ticket prices close to the scheduled
departure date. Importantly, when the number of competitors increases, each firm benefits less from altering the
competitive environment, causing prices to become intertemporally less dispersed. Using a hand-collected data set
of 1.4 million airline ticket prices on 92 intra-European routes, we successfully test our theoretical predictions.

“Optimal Delegated Search with Adverse Selection and Moral Hazard”

We analyze optimal search when it is delegated to an agent. There are two informational asymmetries. First, adverse
selection: ex ante, prospects of search are privately known by the agent. Second, moral hazard: search itself cannot
be observed by the principal. In this environment, the principal’s problem is to bring the agent to reveal the optimal
search policy and, simultaneously, to induce him to actually search according to the revealed policy. We show that
the solution to this problem uses a screening menu, which is exclusively comprised of simple bonus contracts. Search
policies are almost surely inefficient; either search is terminated prematurely, or it is completely undirected. In
contrast, if either of the two informational asymmetries is resolved, the first-best outcome can be supported in
equilibrium.

CONFERENCE AND SEMINAR PRESENTATIONS

Seminars

Chicago Fed (2013), Northwestern University (2010, 2012), Kellogg School of Management (2010), University of
Munich (2009-2012).

Conferences

EDGE Jamboree (Munich, 2012), SFB Meeting (Caputh, 2010), SFB Young Researchers Workshop (Berlin, 2009).

SUMMER SCHOOLS

Limited Cognition, Strategic Thinking and Learning in Games, Bonn, 2009.
BGPE schools on Macroeconomics, Econometrics, Development Economics, 2008, 2009
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